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Abst ract - -A  discrete-time risk model is proposed that describes the temporal evolution of the 
surplus of an insurance company at fixed dates. The novelty of the model comes from its total nonho- 
mogeneity in the sense that as in our previous paper [1], the premium income process is deterministic 
and nonuniform, but in addition, in the present work, the successive claim amounts are independent 
and nonidentically distributed. Our purpose is to evaluate for this extended model the probability of 
ruin over any finite time horizon. Rather surprisingly, the methodology which was developed in [1] 
can be generalized to the ease of nonstationary claim amounts. The key mathematical tool for that 
is a theory of pseudopolynomials of Appell type. Furthermore, it is shown that a similar approach 
can be applied to a multirisks version of the model, as well as to a continuous-time v rsion. @ 2006 
Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved. 
Keywords - -Nonstat ionary  claim amounts, Nonuniform premium income process, Finite-time 
ruin probability, Pseudopolynomials of Appell type. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Classical  r isk theory  in insurance  assumes that  the  premiums are constant  over t ime,  and  that  the 
c la im amounts  form a sequence of independent  ident ical ly  d i s t r ibuted  random var iables  (see, e.g., 
the  books [2-4]). In reality, however,  both  factors are inf luenced by the  economic  env i ronment ,  
and  the  assumpt ion  of the i r  homogene i ty  in the course of t ime is of ten too  restr ic t ive  for pract ica l  
use, even over a shor t  term.  
Since a few years, the  l i te ra ture  on nonhomogeneous  risk models  has  cons iderab ly  increased. 
Much  a t tent ion  has been paid to a compound Poisson model  w i th  constant  in terest  on the  surp lus  
of the  company (see, e.g., [5-10]). Note that  s tochast ic  interest  effect has  also been incorporated  
in the  model ,  e.g., in [11-14]. Nonun i fo rmi ty  of the  premiums only  has been taken  into account  
in, e.g., [15,16] for a compound Poisson model  and  [1,17] for a compound b inomia l  model.  
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In the present work, we will mainly consider the framework proposed in [1] and which relies 
on a discrete-time formulation. We already explained in that paper why this modelling is often 
more appropriate than a continuous-time one, to describe the evolution of the surplus for the 
insurance. As in [1], the premium income process will be assumed to be deterministic and 
nonuniform. Furthermore, the successive claim amounts are still independent, but this time, 
however, they are allowed to have different distributions. 
Our purpose is to evaluate, for this extended risk model, the probability of ruin over any fi- 
nite time horizon. For the standard homogeneous model, we refer to, e.g., [8,18]. Now, in [1] 
where premiums only are nonuniform, we developed for that problem a new methodology based 
on the concept of polynomials of Appell type and which is especially well adapted for numer- 
ical computation (see also [19-21]). Hereafter, we will briefly present a generalized theory of 
pseudopolynomials of Appell type that allows us to deal with nonstationary claim amounts (Sec- 
tion 4). We will then show how this mathematical tool allows us to determine the finite-time 
ruin probability, again in a simple and efficient way (Section 2). Finally, we will point out that 
a similar approach can be applied to an extended model involving several interdependent risks. 
as well as to a continuous-time v rsion generalizing a compound Poisson model (Section 3). 
A further merit of the analysis is to enhance that the presence of nonhomogeneities in the 
premiums and/or the claim amounts does not modify fundamentally the algebraic structure of 
the solution. Such a result could be susceptible to encourage the actuaries to build and study 
more realistic risk models that incorporate nonhomogeneous components. 
To close, we mention that since the submission of our work, a similar risk model has been 
proposed independently in [22], with an approximation method for the finite-time ruin proba- 
bility. By comparison, our approach has the advantage to provide an exact calculation for the 
probability of ruin, and without requiring more numerical effort. Furthermore, as announced, 
our methodology is easily adapted to variants of the model. 
2. RU IN  PROBABIL ITY  UNDER 
NONHOMOGENEITY  CONDIT IONS 
2.1. D isc re te -T ime R isk  Mode l  
Consider an insurance portfolio whose balance is struck at dates t = 0, 1 ,2 , . . . .  The initial 
surplus U0 is of given amount u (E R+). At the beginning of each period t + 0, t > 0, the company 
receives a premium ct to cover the claims for the period (t,t + 1]. The premium ct is a fixed 
amount (E R+) that may vary with t. At the end of the period, the actual surplus takes over 
the claim amount Xt+l that occurs during (t, t + 1]. The claim amounts Xt ,  t :> 1, correspond to 
independent random variables, and each Xt has an arithmetic distribution {a~ t), i = O, 1, 2 , . . .  } 
that may depend on t; to avoid trivialities, it is assumed that a (t) ~ 0. 
The surplus U~ at time t > 1 is given by 
Ut = Ut- ,  +ct -1  - Xt  - h(t) - St, 
where h(t) = u + co +" .  + ct-1 = h(t - 1 + 0) represents the total premium income over the time 
interval (0, t], including the initial surplus, and St = X1 +. . .  + Xt  is the total claim amount over 
(0, t]. Ruin will occur at the first date T when the surplus becomes trictly negative, i.e., 
T = inf{t > 1: h(t) < St}. (2.1) 
We ibcus our attention on the problem of the evaluation of the probability of (non)ruin over any 
finite time horizon. If ruin occurs, another statistic of interest is the severity of ruin defined as 
ST - h(T)  (which is necessarily > 0). 
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Some potent ia l  app l i ca t ions  
A major reason for working with nonhomogeneous claim amounts laws comes from the regular 
tendency of increase of the claim amounts. This tendency can be explained by various economic 
factors, such as higher loss levels (e.g., in car insurance), more important and frequent compen- 
sations (e.g., in health insurance), and wider insurance coverings (e.g., following (inter)national 
regulations or under the pressure of consumers associations). As a corollary, the premium rates 
too will generally increase over time. 
Another typical situation including nonhomogeneous factors arises when the surplus of the 
company is affected by an interest force. Let us assume that this interest is some constant rt 
during the period (t - 1, t], t > 1, changes of rate being possible in the course of time. Then, for 
t > 1, the actualized premium income process becomes 
el C2 e t -  1 
h(t) = u + co + - -  + +. . .+  
(1 +r l )  (1 + rl)(1 + r2) ( l+r l ) . . . ( l+r t_ l ) '  
and the actualized total claim amount process, 
Xl  X2  Xt  
st- - - +  +. . .+  
(1 + r l)  ( i  + r i)(1 + r2) (1 + r , ) - . -  (1 + rt)" 
Ruin will occur again at the first time T when h(t) - St becomes trictly negative. At that time, 
tile deficit will be, in real terms, [ST -- h(T)](1 + r l ) . . .  (1 + rT). In [22], e.g., the reader can 
find an interesting heuristic discussion on the impact of an interest rate and heterogeneous claim 
amounts on the initial surplus requirements and the premium income policy to select. 
2.2. F in i te-Time Ruin Probabil ity 
Given any date to, let us denote by Sto,t = Xto+l + "'" + Xt  the total claim amount over the 
period (t0,t], t _> to. We start by pointing out a simple algebraic structure that underlies its 
distribution. 
LE.MIVIA 2.1. For t >_ to >_ O, 
P(Sto,t = n) = a(ot~ n > O, (2.2) 
where a(otO,t) = C~o-(to+]) 9 .. a(o t), and gto = {en(to, .), n _> 0} is a fami ly of  funct ions specified 
by (2.5)-(2. 7) below, and which satisfies the border condit ions 
eo(to, t) = 1, en(to, to) = 5,~,o, (2.3) 
and a convolution type property  
en(to, t') = k ek(to, t)e,~-k(t, '), 
k=O 
when t' > t > to. (2.4) 
PROOF. Writing the probability generating function of Xt  as 
oo 
E (s X,) G ' = ,~ ~ - a (o ' ) f , ( s ) ,  
i=0  
(2 .s )  
we get, by independence of the Xt ,  




(to,t)~ / (2.6) 
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and expanding Fto,t(s) as 
F,o,t(s) = ~ en(to, t)s ", (2.7) 
r t=0 
we obtain (2.2) from (2.6),(2.7). Moreover, (2.3) holds because a(o t~ = P(Sto,t = 0), and (2.4) 
follows from the assumption of independent increments of Sto,t, t >_ to. | 
We already underline that the family gto will be the basic element in the theory of pseudopoly- 
nomials presented in Section 4. 
In practice, when to = 0 say, the en(O,t), for t _> 1, will not be computed using their deft- 
nition (2.5)-(2.7), but rather by way of the following recursion (2.8),(2.9). Indeed, from (2.4) 
and (2.2), we can write that 
e~(0,t) = k 
k=O 
k=0 
and by (2.3), 
ek(O, t -- 1)e~_k(t -- 1, t) 
{ a~t)-k I ek(O,t _ l) ' 
a (t) J 
n>0,  
(2.8)  
eo(O,t) = 1, en(O,O) = 5,~,o. (2.9) 
This yields, for instance, en(0, 1) = a(1)/a (1) n / 0 ,n>0.  
Now, we are going to derive an exact expression for P (St = n, T > t), the probability that at 
time t, the total claim amount is equal to n and ruin has not yet occurred. 
TrIFOREM 2.2. For t > O, 
P(St  n, T > t) (o,t) = = a o An(t)l{t>_v,}, n _> 0, (2.10) 
where v,~ denotes the first time where the premium income process reaches or goes beyond the 
level n, i.e., 
Vn = inf{t _> 0:  h(t + 0) _> n}, (2.11) 
and {An(.), n > 0} is a family of functions defined by (2.14),(2.15) below. 
PaooF.  The argument followed in [1] is easily adapted. Put P,~(t) - P (St = n, T > t), and let 
us distinguish the cases where t is either before or after the instant v~. We then get that 
Pn(t) = 5,~,o, if 0 < t < vn, (2.12) 
while by a renewal argument and using (2.2), 
n 
&(t) = y~. P~(v~)P (s~, , , ,  = n - k) 
k=0 
(2 .1a)  tl 
(v., t) 
= EPk(Vn)ao  en-k(Vn,t), if t _> v,~. 
k=0 
Now, let us try for Pn(t) an expression of form (2.10) with An(.) to be determined. From 
equations (2.12),(2.13) and noting that vn is nondecreasing in n, we find that these unknown An 
have to satisfy the two conditions 
An(vn) = 5,,o, (2.14) 
An(t) : ~ Ak(v~)e~_k(v,,  t), if t ~ Y n. (2.15) 
k=O 
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Thus, A0 = 1 and for n >_ 1, An is given by (2.15) in which the summation is stopped at n - 1 by 
virtue of (2.14). In other words, the An are uniquely determined by (2.14),(2.15) as announced. |
Referring to formula (4.9) (with to = vn) given in Section 4, we directly observe from equa- 
tions (2.14),(2.15) that {An, n >_ 0} is a family of pseudopolynomials of Appell type. The theorem 
so points out the remarkable algebraic structure underlying the distribution. It also shows that 
this structure is closely related to the assumption of independent increments for the total claim 
amount process. 
In practice, the A~(t) are more easily computed by using (2.14) and (4.9) when to = 0 (instead 
of (2.15)). Specifically, we can then write that 
An(t) = s an-kek(O,t), n >_ O, (2.16) 
k=0 
where the coefficients ak are given recursively by 
n 
ctn = 6~,o - E e~n-kek(O, vn). (2.17) 
k=l  
We emphasize that thanks to the Appell structure, the coefficients ak in (2.16),(2.17) do not 
depend on n (i.e., there is a single index in the ak). This property provides an important com- 
putational advantage when applying these formulas. Let us recall that the e~(0, t) are computed 
recursively by way of (2.8),(2.9). 
It is worth noticing that 
An (t) = en(0, t), for all n < u + co. (2.18) 
Indeed, if n <_ u + co, then for 0 < k < n, vk = 0 by (2.11), therefore Ak(vn) = Ak(vk) = 5k,o 
by (2.14), so that (2.15) reduces to (2.18). By (2.16), this implies that ao = 1 and ak = 0 for 
l<k<u+co.  
From Theorem 2.2, we are now able to deduce the distribution of the date of ruin and the 
associated severity of ruin. The derivation, straightforward, is omitted. As usual, Ix] denotes tile 
integer part of x. 
COROLLARY 2.3. For t >_ O, 
[h(t ) l  
P(T > t) = a(o ~ E An(t). (2.19) 
n=O 
For any integer k > h(t), 
._(O,t- 1) 
P[T  = t, ruin with severity k - h(t)] = ~o 
[h(t-1)] 
E An( t -  1)a(t) n. 
n=O 
(2.20) 
3. EXTENSION TO SOME VARIANTS OF THE R ISK  MODEL 
3.1. Mu l t i r i sks  Mode l  
Rather often, an insurance portfolio covers not only one but several risks (m say) that are 
interdependent. Adapting [17], we can extend the previous analysis to such a situation. Consider 
again the discrete-time scale t = 0, 1, . . . .  At time t + 0, the premium amounts received by the 
company to cover the m risks is a deterministic vector ct (E N~_~); the initial surplus is given by 
a fixed vector u (E R~). During (t,t + 1], the claim amounts for the m risks form a random 
vector Xt+I (with m correlated components). The successive Xt are independent vectors, and 
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each Xt has a joint arithmetic distribution ~ (t) a(o t) lai , i > 0} (with # 0)--using the notation 
i = ( i l , . . .  ,ira) and i >_ (respectively, >) k when il > k l , . . .  ,ira >_ km (respectively, at least one 
of these inequalities is strict). 
Let Sto,t be the vector of the total claim amounts for the m risks over (to, t}. Lemma 2.1 can 
then be transposed in a vectorial context, i.e., the distribution of Sto,t is given by 
P (Sto,t = n) = a(ot~ t), n > 0, (3.1) 
where aoAt~ = ao(t~ 9 .. a(o t), and gto = {e~(t0, .), n >_ 0} is some given family of functions, with 
multiple index n and a single argument t, and which satisfy properties imilar to (2.3) and (2.4). 
In particular, the en(0, t), for t > 1, can be determined recursively as in (2.8),(2.9) 
~ .~{ _(t) "~ 
e . (O , t )= Un-k (, ek(O,t--1),  
o'o" J 
> o, (3.2) 
with eo(0, t) = 1 and en(0,0) = 6n,o. So, for t = 1, en(0, 1) =an(1)'/ao(1),n>0. 
Let Tj denote the first time of ruin for risk j ,  1 < j < m, and let T = min{T1,. . . ,  T,~} denote 
the first time when ruin occurs for at least one risk. The central step of the study is again to 
obtain an expression for the probability P (St = n, T > t). This is provided by a vectorial 
extension of Theorem 2.2, namely 
P(St n, T > t) (0 1) = = a o '  An(t)l{t>v,}, n _> 0. (3.3) 
Here, Vn is the time t > 0 necessary for the premium income process, u + Co + -.. + ct, to 
reach or go beyond the level n (through all its m components), and {An(.), n > 0} is a family 
of pseudopolynomials of Appell type, with multiple index n and a single argument , that are 
evaluated as in (2.16),(2.17), i.e., 
An(t) = ~ Oln_kek(0 , t), n _> O, (3.4) 
k=O 
t i le  o~ k being independent of n and satisfying the simple recursion 
O'n = ~n,O -- ~ ~n-kek(O, 'Un). (3.5) 
O<k<n 
This result can then be used, as in [17], to determine the distribution of the times T and Tj. 
3.2. Cont inuous -T ime Mode l  
We turn to a nonhomogeneous version of the classical compound Poisson risk model. Let us 
consider a continuous-time scale t E R+. As in [15], the premium income process, including the 
initial surplus u, is a fixed nondecreasing function h(t) (c JR+). Now, claim arrivals are ruled 
by a Poisson process with nonhomogeneous rate At; if a claim occurs at time t, its amount is 
a random variable with a strictly positive arithmetic distribution {al t), i = 1,2, . . .  }, and the 
successive claim amounts are independent. 
We first examine the distribution of Sto,t, the total claim amount over (t0, t]. Denote by ft(s) 
the probability generating function of Xt, for 0 < s < 1. Using the Markovian property of the 
Poisson process, we find that 
E (s s*o,') = exp { -  ~ i [1 -  fr dT } . (3.6) 
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Thus, we can still express P (Sto,t = n), n >_ 0, under form (2.2) where, this time, a(o t~ = 
exp{- j t t  ~ATdT}, and Ct o = {en(t0,.), n > 0} is a family of functions defined through the 
expansion 
exp f~(s)A~ dr = e,~(to,t)s n, (3.7) 
n~O 
and which again satisfy the properties (2.3) and (2.4). 
Then, it is directly checked that Theorem 2.2 remains true, and the A~ are pseudopolynomials 
of Appell type that are still provided by (2.16),(2.17). At this point, however, a difficulty is that 
in practice, the evaluation of the e~(0, t) is not so easy, neither from definition (3.7) nor using 
property (2.4). This emphasizes that for actuarial applications, a discrete-time model will often 
be not only more realistic, but also numerically more tractable. 
4.  PSEUDOPOLYNOMIALS  OF  APPELL  TYPE  
Probab i l i s t i c  Suppor t  
In Lemma 2.1, we introduced, for any natural to, a family of flmctions $to = {en(to, .), n _> 0} 
defined through (2.2) as 
en(tO,t)  = p(Sto , t  = n) when t _> to- (4.1) (to,t) ' 
a o 
By (2.4), their generating function Fto,t(s) satisfies the relation 
Fto,t'(s) = Fto,,(s)Ft,t,(s), when t' > t > t0, (4.2) 
which yields the identity Ft,t,(s) = Fro,t, (s)/Fto,t(s). 
Let us notice that this identity has a sense as soon as to _< rain(t, t'), and it is not modified if 
some time t~ with t~ < to is substituted for to. Therefore, we may make use of that observation 
to define Fto,t(s) for arbitrary to, t as 
Fro t(s) - Ft'~ (4.3) 
' F,~,,,o(S) ' 
provided t~ < rain(t0, t). By expansion, Fto,t(s) will then provide a sequence of functions en(to, t), 
n _> O, for any to, t. 
We see that in particular, e0(to, t) = 1 in all cases. Moreover, for arbitrary to, t, t', by choosing 
t~ _< rain(t0, t, tt), we get from (4.3) that 
Ftf,,t(s) Ft,o,t,(s) Ft,~,t,(s) 
Ft~ = Ft5,to(S) Ft'o,t(s) - F,'o,to(S) -F to , t ' ( s ) ,  (4.4) 
which implies that the convolution type property (2.4) still holds for any to, t, t'. It is clear that 
the generalized en(t0, t) have no probabilistic interpretation when to > t; for instance, one can 
check that if to > t, el(t0, t) = -e l ( t ,  to) < 0. This fact, however, will have no real effect as long 
as algebraic transformations are concerned. 
For the special case of a risk model with i.i.d, claim amounts, each en(to, t) reduces, of course, 
to a polynomial e~(t - to) of degree n in the argument t - to. 
A Vector  Space  
It is assumed for our analysis that any family Sto is linearly independent. In the homogeneous 
case (i.e., for i.i.d, claim amounts), this assumption is verified under the simple (sufficient) con- 
dition that a] t) -- al ~ 0. The question is more delicate in the general case, and for brevity 
reasons, it will be discussed in detail elsewhere. 
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Now, for each to, the basis $t0 generates a vector space, denoted by ~-to. An element R c .Ttr 
can then be expanded under the form 
R(.) = ~ ak(to)ek(to, .) -- R,~(.), (4.5) 
k=0 
where a,~(to) r 0 for some n _> 0; R/2 is called a pseudopolynomial of degree n. 
Let us check that any two such spaces, 5rio and -Ttl say, are necessarily identical. Indeed, by 
the convolution type property, Rn in (4.5) can also be written as 
n k 
R/2(.) = ~_, ak(to) ~ ek-,.(to, tl)e~(tl, .) 
k=0 r=0 
12 
= E ar(tl)er(tl, .), 
r=0 
by putting 
a~(tt) = E o~k(to)ek-T(to, tl), 
k~r  
The unique vector space will be denoted by 5 c. 
0<r<n.  
When the claim amounts are i.i.d., 9 v is the vector space of polynomials, and the choice of 
to = 0 comes in a natural way. 
A Linear Operator  A 
On the basis s we define an operator Ato by 
Atoe~(to, .) = e/2-t(to, .), n >_ 1, 
A,oeo(to, .) = 0, (4.G) 
A n and we extend it to the vector space ~c by stipulating its linearity, i.e., to { }-~k=o ak (to)ek (to, .)} = 
E~.=, ak(to)ek-,(to, .). 
Similarly, one can define a linear operator At1 on .T" through the basis $tl. Since 
n- -1  
Atle,~(tl, .) = en-l(t l ,  .) = E e~-l-T(t l ,  to)eT(to, .) 
r=0 
n- -1  
= E en-l-~(tl ,  to)Atoe~+l(to, .) 
rmO 
= Ato{e/2(ti, .) - e,~(tl, to)co(to, .)} = Atoen(tl, .), 
Atl and Ato are identical on s and thus on ~-. The unique operator will be denoted by A. 
Recursively, A k = Ak- I (A )  for k _> 1, A ~ being the identity operator. 
Any pseudopolynomial Rn E ~" admits a generalized Taylor expansion; more precisely, on the 
basis s for instance, 
R~(.) = ~ {AkRn(to)} ek(to, .). (4.7) 
k=0 
Indeed, applying A t, for 0 < l < n, to both sides of (4.5) and then taking t = to, we obtain 
by (4.6) and (2.3) that 
AtP~(t0) = ~ ak(to)ek-z(to, to) = at(to). 
k=l 
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Appe l l  Type  Pseudopo lynomia ls  
A fami ly  of pseudopo lynomia ls  {A~(.) ,  n _> 0} of degree n is said to be of Appel l  type  wi th  
respect  to A if it satisf ies cond i t ions  s imi lar  to (4.6), i.e., 
AA~( . )  = A~_~(.) ,  n > 1, 
AA0( . )  = 0. (4.8) 
For such a family, working with the basis $t0, for instance, we have from (4.7),(4.8) that 
An(. )  = ~ An-k ( to )ek( to ,  .). (4.9) 
k=O 
Thus, to specify a particular family, it suffices to fix the values of Ak(to) for 0 < k < n. 
As pointed out before, the pseudopolynomials A~ of interest in the risk model are not basically 
affected by the nonstationarity of the claim amounts. 
Related  Fami ly  o f  Pseudopo lynomia ls  
In paral le l  to the Appe l l  class, we in t roduced in [21] a fami ly of pseudopo lynomia ls  of Abel -  
Gontcharo f f  type.  Th is  can also be done in the  present  h 'amework  and  will be examined in a 
work under  preparat ion .  
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